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In The Miso Soup Ryu Murakami
A young insurance saleswoman is found strangled at Mitsuse Pass. Her family and friends are shocked and terrified. The pass—which
tunnels through a mountainous region of southern Japan—has an eerie history: a hideout for robbers, murderers, and ghostly creatures
lurking at night. Soon afterward, a young construction worker becomes the primary suspect. As the investigation unfolds, the events
leading up to the murder come darkly into focus, revealing a troubled cast of characters: the victim, Yoshino, a woman much too eager
for acceptance; the suspect, Yuichi, a car enthusiast misunderstood by everyone around him; the victim’s middle-aged father, a barber
disappointed with his life; and the suspect’s aging grandmother, who survived the starvation of postwar Japan only to be tormented by
local gangsters. And, finally, there is desperate Mitsuyo, the lonely woman who finds Yuichi online and makes the big mistake of
falling for him. A stunningly dark thriller and a tapestry of noir, Villain is the English-language debut for Shuichi Yoshida, one of
Japan’s most acclaimed and accomplished writers. From desolate seaside towns and lighthouses to love hotels and online chat rooms,
Villain reveals the inner lives of men and women who all have something to hide. Part police procedural, part gritty realism, Villain is
a coolly seductive story of loneliness and alienation in the southernmost reaches of Japan.
Her marriage to Ed is challenged by odd noises, petty squabbles, and the onset of blackouts with no medical source, Amanda
accidentally recieves a book on possession, the arrival of which coincides with increasingly bizarre events.
"A master crime writer . . . Seicho Matsumoto's thrillers dissect Japanese society."—The New York Times Book Review "A stellar
psychological thriller with a surprising and immensely satisfying resolution that flows naturally from the book’s complex
characterizations.Readers will agree that Matsumoto (1909–1992) deserves his reputation as Japan’s Georges Simenon.-Publishers
Weekly. While on a business trip to Kobe, Tsuneo Asai receives the news that his wife Eiko has died of a heart attack. Eiko had a
heart condition so the news of her death wasn’t totally unexpected. But the circumstances of her demise left Tsuneo, a softly-spoken
government bureaucrat, perplexed. How did it come about that his wife—who was shy and withdrawn, and only left their house twice a
week to go to haiku meetings—ended up dead in a small shop in a shady Tokyo neighborhood? When Tsuneo goes to apologize to the
boutique owner for the trouble caused by his wife’s death he discovers the villa Tachibana near by, a house known to be a meeting
place for secret lovers. As he digs deeper into his wife's recent past, he must eventually conclude that she led a double life... Seicho
Matsumoto was Japan's most successful thriller writer. His first detective novel, Points and Lines, sold over a million copies in Japan.
Vessel of Sand, published in English as Inspector Imanishi Investigates in 1989, sold over four million copies and became a movie boxoffice hit.
"Maggie understands that splatter for splatter's sake is boring. Psychopathy is boring. Coldness is boring. She's interested in feeling,
and when her stories turn violent (as they frequently do), it's with a surreal emotional barbarity that distorts the entire world. You can
mop up blood with any fabric. Maggie's concern is with the wound left behind, because the wound never leaves-it haunts. As a result,
each of these stories leaves a wound of its own. Some weep, watching as you try (and fail) to recover. Others laugh. But never without
feeling." -B.R. Yeager, author of Negative Space "And once finished, I felt like my tongue had been misplaced, guts heavy and
expanded ... gums numb with a tongue that'd been put elsewhere, my mouth clean around a pipe weaving up through pitch and shadow
... and well past ready, primed for delight, waiting but knowing I had already been filled to skin; crying shit, hearing piss, fingernails
seeping bile, pores dribbling blood, soles slopping off and out to meet a drain mid-floor ..." -Christopher Norris, author of Hunchback
'88
In the Miso Soup
Moxyland
The Graveyard Apartment
Let's Go Play at the Adams'
Parasite Eve
Since the death of his wife seven years ago, documentary maker Aoyama has not dated anyone else. Now even
his teenage son, Shige, thinks that he should remarry and his best friend Yoshikawa comes up with a plan: to
hold fake film auditions from which, he can choose a new bride. Of the thousands who apply, it is a beautiful
ballerina, Yamasaki Asami, who captivates Aoyama. Infatuated by her fragile nature and nervous smile, he
ignores his increasing sense of unease, putting aside his doubts about his new love, until it may be too late... In
Audition, Ryu Murakami delivers his most subtly disturbing novel yet, confirming him as Japan's master of the
psycho-thriller.
“A fascinating novel, similar to Arthur Golden’s Memoirs of a Geisha . . . A revisionist portrait of a beautiful and
strong-willed woman” (Houston Chronicle). A San Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the Year From Anchee Min,
a master of the historical novel, Empress Orchid sweeps readers into the heart of the Forbidden City to tell the
fascinating story of a young concubine who becomes China’s last empress. Min introduces the beautiful Tzu
Hsi, known as Orchid, and weaves an epic of a country girl who seized power through seduction, murder, and
endless intrigue. When China is threatened by enemies, she alone seems capable of holding the country
together. In this “absorbing companion piece to her novel Becoming Madame Mao”, readers and reading groups
will once again be transported by Min’s lavish evocation of the Forbidden City in its last days of imperial glory
and by her brilliant portrait of a flawed yet utterly compelling woman who survived, and ultimately dominated, a
male world (The New York Times). “Superb . . . [an] unforgettable heroine.” —People “A sexually charged, eyeopening portrayal of the Chinese empire . . . with heart-wrenching scenes of desperate failure and a sensuality
that rises off its heated pages.” —Elle
"A stylish, highly original and completely addictive take on du Maurier's Rebecca. Read it!" —Shari Lapena, New
York Times bestselling author of The Couple Next Door “Dark and richly atmospheric. . . A bewitching novel
about love, lies, and the ghosts that never quite leave us alone.” –Bustle Some secrets never stay buried After a
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whirlwind romance, a young woman returns to the opulent, secluded Long Island mansion of her new fiancé Max
Winter—a wealthy politician and recent widower—and a life of luxury she’s never known. But all is not as it
appears at the Asherley estate. The house is steeped in the memory of Max’s beautiful first wife Rebekah, who
haunts the young woman’s imagination and feeds her uncertainties, while his very alive teenage daughter Dani
makes her life a living hell. She soon realizes there is no clear place for her in this twisted little family: Max and
Dani circle each other like cats, a dynamic that both repels and fascinates her, and he harbors political
ambitions with which he will allow no woman—alive or dead—to interfere. As the soon-to-be second Mrs. Winter
grows more in love with Max, and more afraid of Dani, she is drawn deeper into the family’s dark secrets—the
kind of secrets that could kill her, too. The Winters is a riveting story about what happens when a family’s
ghosts resurface and threaten to upend everything.
Every night, Kawashima Masayuki creeps from his bed and watches over his baby girl's crib while his wife
sleeps. But this is no ordinary domestic scene. He has an ice pick in his hand, and a barely controllable desire to
use it. Deciding to confront his demons, Kawashima sets into motion a chain of events seeming to lead
inexorably to murder...
Empress Orchid
The Migration
日本の伝統行事
The Blade of the Courtesans
Real World
Four years after the events of Into the Night, DS Gemma Woodstock is on the trail of a
missing girl in a small coastal town.
A selection of deliciously spooky short stories from the Japanese master of suspense, the
acclaimed author of RING. The film DARK WATER is based on the first story in the
collection.
In the Miso SoupBloomsbury Paperbacks
This controversial novel touched the raw nerves of the Japanese and became a million
seller within six months of publication. It is a semi-autobiographical tale of the
author's youth spent amidst the glorious squalor of sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll in 1970s
Japan. Almost Transparent Blue is a brutal tale of lost youth in a Japanese port town
close to an American military base. Murakami's image-intensive narrative paints a
portrait of a group of friends locked in a destructive cycle of sex, drugs and
rock'n'roll. The novel is all but plotless, but the raw and
A Quiet Place
Girlfriend in a Coma
Villain
Audition
Out
Lauren Beukes's frighteningly persuasive, high-tech fable that follows four narrators living in a
dystopian near-future. Kendra, an art-school dropout, brands herself for a nanotech marketing program.
Lerato, an ambitious AIDS baby, plots to defect from her corporate employers. Tendeka, a hot-headed
activist, is becoming increasingly rabid. Toby, a roguish blogger, discovers that the video games he
plays for cash are much more than they seem. On a collision course that will rewire their lives, these
characters crackle with bold and infectious ideas, connecting a ruthless corporate-apartheid government
with video games, biotech attack dogs, slippery online identities, a township soccer school, shocking
cell phones, addictive branding, and genetically modified art. Taking hedonistic trends in society to
their ultimate conclusions, Lauren Beukes spins a tale of a utopia gone wrong, satirically undermining
the idea of progress as society's white knight.
On a snowy Friday night in 1979, just hours after making love for the first time, Richard's girlfriend,
high school senior Karen Ann McNeil, falls into a coma. Nine months later she gives birth to their
daughter, Megan. As Karen sleeps through the next seventeen years, Richard and their circle of friends
reside in an emotional purgatory, passing through a variety of careers—modeling, film special effects,
medicine, demolition—before finally reuniting on a conspiracy-driven super-natural television series.
But real life grows as surreal as their TV show as Richard and his friends await Karen's reawakening . .
. and the subsequent apocalypse.
Two babies are left in a Tokyo station coin locker and survive against the odds, but their lives are
forever tainted by this inauspicious start. As they grow up, they join the ranks of Toxitown: a district
of addicts, freaks and prostitutes. One becomes a bisexual rock star and looks for his mother, while the
other one, an athlete, seeks revenge. This savage and stunning story unfolds in a surrealistic whirl of
violence.
One of the most popular writers working in Japan today, Mariko Koike is a recognized master of detective
fiction and horror writing. Known in particular for her hybrid works that blend these styles with
elements of romance, The Graveyard Apartment is arguably Koike’s masterpiece. Originally published in
Japan in 1986, Koike’s novel is the suspenseful tale of a young family that believes it has found the
perfect home to grow into, only to realize that the apartment’s idyllic setting harbors the specter of
evil and that longer they stay, the more trapped they become. This tale of a young married couple who
harbor a dark secret is packed with dread and terror, as they and their daughter move into a brand new
apartment building built next to a graveyard. As strange and terrifying occurrences begin to pile up,
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people in the building start to move out one by one, until the young family is left alone with
someone... or something... lurking in the basement. The psychological horror builds moment after moment,
scene after scene, culminating with a conclusion that will make you think twice before ever going into a
basement again.
From the Fatherland, with Love
Sixty-Nine
Tokyo Decadence
Dark Water
Red X
Before they were friends, he had already noticed her. He wanted her hands - those beautiful, enchanting hands - to himself. And he hoped
that the local madman who had been "collecting" the hands of anything that moved - babies, children, men, women, animals - would get them
for him...until the day she asked him to teach her how to smile. -- VIZ Media
The last time Tess de Vere saw William Benson she was a law student on work experience. He was a twenty-one year old, led from the dock
of the Old Bailey to begin a life sentence for murder. He'd said he was innocent. She'd believed him. Sixteen years later Tess overhears a
couple of hacks mocking a newcomer to the London Bar, a no-hoper with a murder conviction, running his own show from an old
fishmonger's in Spitalfields. That night she walks back into Benson's life. The price of his rehabilitation - and access to the Bar - is an
admission of guilt to the killing of Paul Harbeton, whose family have vowed revenge. He's an outcast. The government wants to shut him
down and no solicitor will instruct him. But he's subsidised by a mystery benefactor and a desperate woman has turned to him for help: Sarah
Collingstone, mother of a child with special needs, accused of slaying her wealthy lover. It's a hopeless case and the murder trial, Benson's
first, starts in four days. The evidence is overwhelming but like Benson long ago, she swears she's innocent. Tess joins the defence team,
determined to help Benson survive. But as Benson follows the twists and turns in the courtroom, Tess embarks upon a secret investigation of
her own, determined to uncover the truth behind the death of Paul Harbeton on a lonely night in Soho. True to life, fast-paced and absolutely
compelling, Summary Justice introduces a new series of courtroom dramas featuring two maverick lawyers driven to fight injustice at any
cost.
"It is not an ordinary job," the Frenchman had told me, "you may have to get your hands a little dirty. "Here I am, Charlie fucking Whitman still pissed from last night, driving a rental car with two retarded kids in the back, somewhere between Barcelona and Paris. I used to be an
art dealer, I suppose I still am, but now I do bad things for good money. Everything has its price, and I think I've just found mine. "An
obscenely comic tale." "Sickeningly surreal." "So gross I couldn't finish it." "Books don't come much darker than this."
A hunted community. A haunted author. A horror that spans centuries. Men are disappearing from Toronto's gay village. They're the
marginalized, the vulnerable. One by one, stalked and vanished, they leave behind small circles of baffled, frightened friends. Against the
shifting backdrop of homophobia throughout the decades, from the HIV/AIDS crisis and riots against raids to gentrification and police brutality,
the survivors face inaction from the law and disinterest from society at large. But as the missing grow in number, those left behind begin to
realize that whoever or whatever is taking these men has been doing so for longer than is humanly possible. Woven into their stories is David
Demchuk's own personal history, a life lived in fear and in thrall to horror, a passion that boils over into obsession. As he tries to make sense
of the relationship between queerness and horror, what it means for gay men to disappear, and how the isolation of the LGBTQ+ community
has left them profoundly exposed to monsters that move easily among them, fact and fiction collide and reality begins to unravel. A bold,
terrifying new novel from the award-winning author of The Bone Mother.
Almost Transparent Blue
Revenge
Summary Justice
Coin Locker Babies
Come Closer
"Creepy and atmospheric, evocative of Stephen King's classic Pet Sematary, The Migration is a story of sisterhood, transformation, and
the limitations of love, from a thrilling new voice in Canadian fiction. When I was younger I didn't know a thing about death. I thought it
meant stillness, a body gone limp. A marionette with its strings cut. Death was like a long vacation--a going away. Storms and flooding
are worsening around the world, and a mysterious immune disorder called JI2 has begun to afflict the young. Seventeen-year-old Sophie
Perella is about to begin her senior year of high school in Toronto when her little sister, Kira, is diagnosed. Their parents' marriage falters
under the strain, and Sophie's mother, Charlotte, takes the girls to Oxford, England, to live with their Aunt Irene. An epidemiologist
obsessed with relics of the Black Death, Irene works with a Centre that specializes in treating people with JI2. She is a friend to Sophie,
and offers a window into a strange and ancient history of human plague and recovery. Sophie just wants to understand what's happening
now; she wants her sweet, goofy sister to be back to normal. But as JI2 mortality rates climb, and reports emerge of bodily tremors in the
dead, it becomes clear there is nothing normal about this condition. Desperate to protect Kira, cut off from the world of her youth, Sophie
faces an unimaginable choice: let go of the sister she knows, or embrace something terrifying and new. Tender and chilling, unsettling
and hopeful, The Migration is a story of a young woman's dawning awareness of mortality and the power of the human heart to thrive in
cataclysmic circumstances."-It's just before New Year, and Frank, an overweight American tourist, has hired Kenji to take him on a guided tour of Tokyo's nightlife. But
Frank's behaviour is so odd that Kenji begins to entertain a horrible suspicion: his client may in fact have murderous desires. Although
Kenji is far from innocent himself, he unwillingly descends with Frank into an inferno of evil, from which only his sixteen-year-old
girlfriend, Jun, can possibly save him.
From postmodern Renaissance man Ryu Murakami, master of the psychothriller and director of Tokyo Decadence, comes this hair-raising
roller-coaster ride through the nefarious neon-lit world of Tokyo’s sex industry. In the Miso Soup tells of Frank, an overweight American
tourist who has hired Kenji to take him on a guided tour of Tokyo’s sleazy nightlife. But Frank’s behavior is so strange that Kenji begins to
entertain a horrible suspicion—that his new client is in fact the serial killer currently terrorizing the city. It is not until later, however, that
Kenji learns exactly how much he has to fear and how irrevocably his encounter with this great white whale of an American will change
his life.
"It's not just Murakami but also the shadow of Borges that hovers over this mesmerizing book... [and] one may detect a slight bow to the
American macabre of E.A. Poe. Ogawa stands on the shoulders of giants, as another saying goes. But this collection may linger in your
mind -- it does in mine -- as a delicious, perplexing, absorbing and somehow singular experience." -- Alan Cheuse, NPR Sinister forces
collide---and unite a host of desperate characters---in this eerie cycle of interwoven tales from Yoko Ogawa, the critically acclaimed
author of The Housekeeper and the Professor. An aspiring writer moves into a new apartment and discovers that her landlady has
murdered her husband. Elsewhere, an accomplished surgeon is approached by a cabaret singer, whose beautiful appearance belies the
grotesque condition of her heart. And while the surgeon's jealous lover vows to kill him, a violent envy also stirs in the soul of a lonely
craftsman. Desire meets with impulse and erupts, attracting the attention of the surgeon's neighbor---who is drawn to a decaying
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residence that is now home to instruments of human torture. Murderers and mourners, mothers and children, lovers and innocent
bystanders---their fates converge in an ominous and darkly beautiful web. Yoko Ogawa's Revenge is a master class in the macabre that
will haunt you to the last page. An NPR Best Book of 2013
Rooms
Kill the Mall
In The Miso Soup
Eleven Dark Tales
Bonding

村上龍が「日本の心」を見つめ直した、日本を知る一冊。豊富なイラストと文章で、一年の行事を紹介する。図書館向けCDなし版。
In a crowded Tokyo suburb, four teenage girls indifferently wade their way through a hot, smoggy summer.
When one of them, Toshi, discovers that her nextdoor neighbor has been brutally murdered, the girls suspect
the killer is the neighbor's son. But when he flees, taking Toshi's bike and cell phone with him, the four girls get
caught up in a tempest of dangers that rise from within them as well as from the world around them.
Psychologically intricate and astute, Real World is a searing, eye-opening portrait of teenage life in Japan unlike
any we have seen before.
"Pasha Malla writes like a reincarnated Kafka." —Ian Williams, winner of the Giller Prize for Reproduction
Douglas Adams meets David Lynch in this ingenious, witty fable about one of North America's most surreal
inventions—the local mall. After writing a letter in praise of malls, our eccentric narrator is offered a residency
at a shabby suburban shopping centre. His mission: to occupy the mall for several weeks, splitting his time
between "making work" and "engaging the public," all while chronicling his adventures in weekly progress
reports. Before long, a series of strange after-hour events rattles our hero, and he sets forth on a nightly quest
to untangle the mysterious forces at play in the mall's unmapped recesses. Things quickly get hairy, and our
narrator's optimism about his mall residency descends into doubt, and then into a full-blown phantasmagoria of
horror and (possibly) murder. With the aid of a weird and wonderful cast of mall-dwelling misfits--including a
pony named Gary--our narrator is forced to conclude that his new residence may not be the temple of consumer
bliss he initially imagined, but something far more sinister. And who, or what, is benefitting from its existence?
Much like the shopping centres it praises and parodies, Pasha Malla’s wildly adventurous novel follows its own
internal logic, channeling its narrator’s unshakeable innocence to explore the darker edges of human (and
other) nature.
Winner of Japan's Grand Prix for Crime Fiction • Edgar Award Finalist • Nothing in Japanese literature prepares
us for the stark, tension-filled, plot-driven realism of Natsuo Kirino’s award-winning literary mystery Out. This
mesmerizing novel tells the story of a brutal murder in the staid Tokyo suburbs, as a young mother who works
the night shift making boxed lunches strangles her abusive husband and then seeks the help of her coworkers to
dispose of the body and cover up her crime. The coolly intelligent Masako emerges as the plot’s ringleader, but
quickly discovers that this killing is merely the beginning, as it leads to a terrifying foray into the violent
underbelly of Japanese society. At once a masterpiece of literary suspense and pitch-black comedy of gender
warfare, Out is also a moving evocation of the pressures and prejudices that drive women to extreme deeds, and
the friendships that bolster them in the aftermath.
Piercing
The Winters
Where the Dead Go
An all-action court drama' Sunday Times
Grotesque

Trained by legendary samurai Musashi Miyamoto, Seiichiro Matsunaga, a young samurai warrior, is sent to
Yoshiwara, the pleasure quarters in old Tokyo, to defend its inhabitants, including a mysterious young woman
named Oshabu, from invading ninjas of the Yagyu Clan.
'From the Fatherland, with Love' is set in an alternative, dystopian present in which the dollar has collapsed and
Japan's economy has fallen along with it. The North Korean government, sensing an opportunity, sends a fleet of
'rebels' in the first land invasion that Japan has ever faced. Japan can't cope with the surprise onslaught of
'Operation from the Fatherland, with Love.' But the terrorist Ishihara and his band of renegade youths - once
dedicated to upseting the Japanese government - turn their deadly attention to the North Korean threat. They will
not allow Fukuoka to fall without a fight.
The Follow Up To In The Miso Soup, Piercing Confirms Ryu Murakami As The Master Of The Psycho-Thriller Every
Night, Kawashima Masayuki Creeps From His Bed And Watches Over His Baby Girl S Crib While His Wife Sleeps.
But This Is No Ordinary Domestic Scene. He Has An Ice Pick In His Hand, And A Barely Controllable Desire To Use
It. Deciding To Confront His Demons, Kawashima Sets Into Motion A Chain Of Events Seeming To Lead Inexorably
To Murder&
Drawing on the author's own childhood for inspiration, an evocative collection of short stories explores the major
themes of life--including birth and death, sexual knowledge and love, compassion and revenge.
Goth
All That is Gone
A Novel
図書館・公共用
When Dr. Nagashima loses his wife in a mysterious car crash, he is overwhelmed with grief but also an eerie
sense of purpose; he becomes obsessed wiht reincarnating his dead wife. Her donated kidney is transplanted
into a young girl wiht a debilitating disorder, bu the doctor also feels compelled to keep a small sample of her
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liver in his laboratory. When these cells start mutating rapidly, a consciousness bent on determining its own
fate awakens, bent on becoming the new dominant species on earth. Parasite Eve was the basis of the hugely
popular videogame of the same name in the U.S. and has been cinematized in Japan.
The New York Times bestselling author of Before I Fall and the Delirium trilogy makes her brilliant adult debut
with this mesmerizing story in the tradition of The Lovely Bones, Her Fearful Symmetry, and The Ocean at the
End of the Lane—a tale of family, ghosts, secrets, and mystery, in which the lives of the living and the dead
intersect in shocking, surprising, and moving ways. Wealthy Richard Walker has just died, leaving behind his
country house full of rooms packed with the detritus of a lifetime. His estranged family—bitter ex-wife
Caroline, troubled teenage son Trenton, and unforgiving daughter Minna—have arrived for their inheritance.
But the Walkers are not alone. Prim Alice and the cynical Sandra, long dead former residents bound to the
house, linger within its claustrophobic walls. Jostling for space, memory, and supremacy, they observe the
family, trading barbs and reminiscences about their past lives. Though their voices cannot be heard, Alice and
Sandra speak through the house itself—in the hiss of the radiator, a creak in the stairs, the dimming of a light
bulb. The living and dead are each haunted by painful truths that will soon surface with explosive force. When
a new ghost appears, and Trenton begins to communicate with her, the spirit and human worlds collide—with
cataclysmic results. Elegantly constructed and brilliantly paced, Rooms is an enticing and imaginative ghost
story and a searing family drama that is as haunting as it is resonant.
When tour guide Kenji is hired by Frank, an American with bizarre habits, to show him the seamier side of
Tokyo's nightlife, the man's strange behavior leads Kenji to suspect that he is the serial killer that has been
terrorizing the area.
Danny is a rent boy, an architecture student, a waiter, and hot! Working his way through school seemed
pretty easy: he serves ego-obsessed writers their cocktails at the Salamagundi Club; he has his toes and
other appendages sucked by horny businessmen; and he escorts anyone - male, female, or otherwise - who
can afford him. But then his liaison with another rent boy gets him involved with an organ theft ring
centering around a crazy old doctor and a crackpot nurse. A relentless stream of social commentary,
careening between sex, comedy, and murder. Rent Boy is a hysterical romp through the worlds of
contemporary culture and crime.
Rent Boy

A cream-of-the-crop selection of Murakami's brilliance and piercing wit. This collection shows sides of Ryu Murakami that even avid
fans may not be expecting. The intriguing, somewhat disturbing stories that Topaz was based on are included here, as are three
entertaining and revealing portraits of the artist as a young man back in the Transparent Blue period of the late sixties and early
seventies. We hear tales told by four very different individuals living in eighties Tokyo, each with his or her own problems but all
with a thing about a certain pro baseball player, and we meet a brokenhearted young woman who finds an unexpected moment of
love in the nineties and a single mother who stumbles on a ray of hope in the hard times of the noughties. Mixed in there somewhere
are three linked stories about desire and obsession, with the timeless, seductive rhythms of Cuban music in the background. This
book contains explicit content and is not suitable for minors. About the author: Ryu Murakami was not yet 24 when he won the
prestigious Akutagawa Prize for his debut novel, Almost Transparent Blue. He has now published some forty best-selling novels, a
dozen short-story collections, an armful of picture books, and a small mountain of essays. In his spare time, Ryu hosts a popular and
long-running weekly TV show focusing on business and economic topics, and has for many years promoted tours and produced
records for Cuban musicians. He has written and directed five feature films, of which Topaz a.k.a. Tokyo Decadence (1992) is
probably the best known, and many of his novels have been made into films by other directors (notably Takashi Miike's Audition).
Translated novels include Coin Locker Babies (Noma Prize for New Writers), Sixty-Nine, Popular Hits of the Showa Era, Audition,
In the Miso Soup (Yomiuri Prize for Literature), Piercing, and From the Fatherland, with Love (Noma Prize for Literature and
Mainichi Publishing Culture Award).
In this thriller from the best-selling Japanese author, a widower stages an open casting call with his filmmaker friend to attract the
perfect wife and is taken in by a striking young ballerina with a mysterious past. Original.
In a small, inconsequential city in Japan, all that matters to 17-year-old Kensuke Yazaki and his friends is girls, rock music and, to a
much lesser extent, school. Told at high speed and with irresistible humour by Kensuke himself, this is the story of their 1969, as they
engage in heated conversations about Marxism, Rimbaud, Godard, the Beatles and the Stones, set up a barricade in their school,
organise a rock festival and map out a highly successful strategy in girl-winning. This is a young Japan entirely turned towards the
West, pervaded by Western music, where the girls have nicknames pulled from famous British films, but still locked in a fight with
the rigid post-war conservatism of the older generation.
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